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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH

TED R. BROWN AND
ASSOCIATES, INC.,.
Plaintiff-Respondent
and Cross-Appellant,
vs.
CARNES COMPANY, a corporation,
and LONG DEMING UTAH, INC., a
corporation,

Supreme Court No. 860139

Defendant-Appellant
and Cross-Respondent.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
BY ]RESPONDENT AND CROSS-APPELLANT
TED R. BROWN AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
1.

Is Ted R. Brown and Associates, Inc. ("Brown")

entitled to a ten (10%) percent commission, including specification, territorial and order credit percentages, from the sale of
the equipment of Carnes Company ("Carnes") to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints ("Church") for inclusion into the
Church Office Building, rather than the four (4%) percent commission awarded by the trial court?

2.

Is Brown entitled to pre-Judgment interest from

January 1, 1972 to date of Judgment, rather than from January 1,
1978, as awarded by the trial court?
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Statement of the Nature of the Case
This is an action for the collection of a sales commission.
The Course of Proceedings and Disposition in the Trial Court
Brown joins in the description of "The Course of the
Proceedings" and "Disposition in the Court Below" as set forth in
Carnes' brief at 2.
STATEMENT OF FACTS1
With the following critical clarifications, additions
and corrections, Brown joins in the Statement of Facts set forth
by Carnes in its brief at pages 2 through 14.

Throughout this brief Brown will use the following
abbreviations: the record on appeal, as paginated by the Third
Judicial District Court Clerk, is designated "R."; the Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law, entered by the trial court on
December 17, 1985, are designated "Findings" or "Conclusions";
the transcript of the trial is designated "Tr." (a parallel citation to the record on appeal will also be made); and the parties'
trial exhibits will be designated "PI. Tr. Ex." or "D. Tr. Ex."
-2-

Under the Sales Agreement entered into by and between
Brown and Carnes on May 24, 1961, Brown was appointed, and agreed
to accept the appointment, as the exclusive distributor or sales
representative for Carnes' products in Utah and portions of Idaho
and Wyoming.

(Pl.Tr.Ex. 109 at 2, attached hereto as Addendum A ) .

While Carnes states that Brown worked closely with the
architects and engineers involved in the LDS Church Office
Building project ("project" or "Church Office Building") for the
purpose of getting Carnes1 equipment specified in the construction plans for the project, Carnes neglects to show the scope of
that work.

Brown worked long and hard for six years on this

project (Tr. at 17, R. at 660), until Carnes attempted to unilaterally terminate Brown in 1968, shortly before Carnes' equipment
was specified in the plans for the project.
Contrary to Carnes' statement that "Brown grew concerned
that the active involvement of Bridgers & Paxton on the project
threatened his commission for specification credit . . . "

(Carnes

brief at 4) (emphasis supplied), Brown's concern over his commissions generally was founded on several factors.

First, Brown

had had problems with Carnes denying the territorial portion of
his commission on past jobs.

Second, throughout the majority of

the time during which Brown worked on the project, Carnes did not
have a distributor in Albuquerque, New Mexico working on the pro-
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ject.

(Tr„ at 24, R. at 667? Pl.Tr.Ex. 104, attached hereto as

Addendum F ) .
In recounting the business history between the parties,
Carnes neglects to include that Carnes' national sales manager,
Dan Neviaser, had previously stated in writing that Brown would
receive specification credit, as well as territory and order (or
approval) credit for the project when it was finished, no matter
when that time was.
B).

(Pl.Tr.Ex. 106, attached hereto as Addendum

That would amount to 10% of the net amount of Carnes1

invoices.

Neviaser stated in his deposition (read into the

record at trial) that his June 15, 1965 letter was an amendment
to the Sales Agreement, such that the various credits, or commissions, would not be split between sales representatives, but
would go in their entirety to Brown.
Neviaser also stated that it was customary in the manufacturing business, and in Carnes1 business practices specifically, to make exceptions to the Sales Agreement to protect a
sales representative's right to a commission for a certain project for a period of time longer than that allowed in the Sales
Agreement.

(Tr. at 121-122, 124; R. at 763-64, 766). Indeed,

the individual who succeeded Neviaser as Carnes' national sales
manager, Harry F. Griese, Jr., admitted that Neviaser had the
ability to amend the Sales Agreement, as well as write special
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considerations into sales agreements with successor sales representatives.

(Deposition of Harry F. Griese, Jr. at 56; Pl.Tr.Ex.

105, attached hereto as Addendum C; Pl.Tr.Ex. 103, attached
hereto as Addendum D ) .
As noted by Carnes in their brief at 13, Carnes1 equipment was in fact specified for the Church Office Building, and
subsequent to its construction, Long-Deming (Brown's successor
sales representative) received the full order and territorial
commission, and 80% of the specification commission, paid by
Carnes for the project.

(Findings at paragraphs 20, 24, 48,

attached hereto as Addendum G; R. at 611, 612, 615).
ARGUMENT SUMMARY
The trial court's ruling that Brown was entitled to commissions for its work on the Church Office Building as Carnes'
exclusive sales representative was correct.

The court erred in

awarding Brown only $20,000 for those commissions, however, given
the evidence in the record.

The trial court awarded Brown 4% of

the net amount of Carnes' invoices for the Church Office
Building.

In fact, Brown was entitled to 10% of the net amount

of Carnes1 invoices, which figure was 100% of the specification,
order and territorial commissions for the job.
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The trial court also erred by awarding Brown
pre-Judgment interest at the rate of 6% per annum on their commissions from January 1, 1978 rather than January 1, 1972. Under
the Sales Agreement, commissions were due from Carnes to its
sales representatives when it received full payment for their
equipment.
1978.

The trial court found that date to be January 1,

But the substantial weight of the evidence at trial

reflected that the Church had paid for equipment, and Carnes paid
its commissions to Long-Deming by January 1, 1972, or six years
earlier.

The court should have awarded Brown pre-Judgment

interest from January 1, 1972.
Contrary to Carnes1 assertion, the trial court did not
err by awarding Brown any commissions at all. The trial court
found that it was customary in the manufacturing business, and a
common practice specifically of Carnes, to make equitable adjustments in the payment of commissions to its sales representatives,
and that Carnes could protect those adjustments in any subsequent
sales agreements with new sales representatives.

Furthermore,

the court found that Carnes clearly and repeatedly recognized
Brown's extensive efforts on Carnes1 behalf with regard to the
Church Office Building project.

The trial court therefore did

not rewrite the Sales Agreement between Carnes and Brown, but
rather acknowledged the modifications and exceptions made under
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it, as articulated by Carnes1 national sales manager.
The trial court's determination of the commissions owed
by Carnes to Brown was founded upon the court's finding the
net amount of Carnes' invoices of equipment utilized in the
Church Office Building to be $500,000.

That finding was based

upon admissible and credible evidence in the record.
ARGUMENT
I.

The Trial Court Erred in Awarding Brown a Four (4%) Percent
Commission on the Net Amount of Carnes1 Invoices, Rather Than
Ten (10%) Percent.
A.

Carnes customarily modified and made exceptions to its sales agreements with its sales
representatives.

Specific language in the Sales Agreement entered into by
and between Carnes and Brown on May 24, 1961 governed the
payment of commissions by Carnes to Brown.

At Addendum No. 3 to

the Sales Agreement, at paragraph 3, the Sales Agreement
discusses when specification credit, approval (or order) credit,
and territorial credit will be paid by Carnes to its sales
2
representatives.

The record, as well as the trial court's fin-

dings, reflects that Carnes could modify or make exceptions to
the Sales Agreement, did so customarily in the course of its
business dealings, and specifically did so in its contractual
relationship with Brown in the context of the Church Office
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Building project.
In Neviaser's deposition, which was taken by Carnes and
published at the trial in this case, he stated the following:
Question, Is there a custom and practice or was there
at the time you were National Sales Manager for Carnes
Corporation, was there a custom and practice with
respect to the payment of commission credits to agents
after they had been terminated, and the time period, the
thirty day time period for submitting all active quotations had expired?
Answer. I can say unequivocably that it was a custom of
the industry, as well as a policy of the Carnes
Corporation, to protect all quotations that the representative submitted to the company, providing they were
turned into orders within thirty days of termination.
It was also customary to make exceptions in those cases,
and sometimes there would be an agreement between the
representative and the manufacturer that this or that
project would be protected for a longer period of time,
three months or six months, but that had to be
determined at the time of termination. (Tr. at 123-24,
R. at 765-66; Deposition of Dan Neviaser at 16-17).
Neviaser further stated the following with respect to his June
15, 1965 letter (Pl.Tr.Ex. 106) to Ted R. Brown:
Question. Is there any significance to this exhibit
other than the fact that it's a response pursuant to the
request of Ted R. Brown dated June 2, 1965?
Answer. Well, the significance is that it is actually,
serves as an amendment to a contract in that the
contract only allows for commission to be split and 1^
was making an exception in this case. . . (Tr. at 121,
R. at 763; Deposition of Dan Neviaser at 14)(emphasis
supplied).

Within the Sales Agreement, the term "credit" is used
synonymously with the term "commission."
-8-

The national sales manager at the time Brown was terminated, Harry F. Griese, Jr., also conceded his ability to
modify or make exception to the Sales Agreement in his September
10, 1968 letter to Brown:
According to the terms of our contract, your commission
claims would end on any job not already quoted.
However, because of the important work done on this very
attractive piece of business, we have agreed to make an
exception. I have discussed this matter briefly with
Wills Long [an officer with Long-Deming Utah, Inc.] and
he agreed that there should be an equitable settlement
made if we are awarded the contract. (Pl.Tr.Ex. 103)
(emphasis supplied),
and in his January 7, 1969 letter to Brown:
In my letter of September 10 I advised you that we would
make a special commitment on the L.D.S. job. This I did
with the complete understanding of Long-Deming and the
Johnston Company. (Pl.Tr.Ex. 105).
The trial court's findings reflected the clear evidence
in the record that Carnes customarily could and did modify or
make exceptions to their sales agreements in this way, notwithstanding any provisions in those sales agreements that
"appear somewhat clear and unambiguous."

(Findings at paragraphs

7, 14, 27, 28, 33, 34 and 35; R. at 610, 611, 612-14).
Contrary to Carnes' review of the prevailing case law
regarding modification of contracts and the need for consideration, it is well-settled that parties to a contract can
modify the terms of the original contract, even if the modifica-
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tion conflicts with the original terms, as long as the parties'
minds have met regarding the changes.

Rapp v, Mountain

States Telephone and Telegraph Co., 606 P.2d 1189, 1191 (Utah
1980); Provo City Corp. v. Nielson Scott Co., 603 P.2d 803, 860
(Utah 1979).

Relinquishment of a legal or contract right or

privilege, as in the case of dispute resolution, is sufficient
consideration for a promise.

Frets v. Capitol Federal Savings

and Loan Association, 238 Kan. 614, 712 P.2d 1270, 1276 (1986).
See also, Deposition of Dan Neviaser at 17-18.
B.

Carnes recognized Brown's extensive efforts on
the Church Office Building project and determined that Brown should get 100% of the commissions to be paid by Carnes on the project.

Carnes recognized the extensive work and effort by
Brown, on Carnes' behalf, to get Carnes equipment specified in
the plans for the Church Office Building.

Dan Neviaser stated in

his June 15, 1965 letter to Ted Brown that Brown would get the
entire specification, order and territory commissions.
(Pl.Tr.Ex. 106).
Kenneth H. Watts, Carnes' Western Regional Manager
during this time period, wrote to Ted Brown on June 13, 1965,
saying that "I am the first one to realize the tremendous amount
of work and time you have spent on the subject job" and that he
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wanted Brown to get 100% of the commission for the job.
(Pl.Tr.Ex. 95, attached hereto as Addendum E ) .

Even Harry F.

Griese, Jr. stated in his September 10, 1968 letter to Brown
(Pl.Tr.Ex. 103), and reiterated in his subsequent January 7, 1969
letter to Brown (Pl.Tr.Ex. 105) that Brown had done "important
work" on "this very attractive piece of business" (Church Office
Building) and that Carnes wanted to make "an equitable settlement" if they obtained the sales contract with the Church.
The trial court recognized that Brown had expended considerable time, money and resources in pursuing Carnes1 interest
in supplying Carnes equipment for the construction of the Church
Office Building, and that Carnes recognized those efforts and the
special circumstances involved in this case with regard to commissions.

(Findings at paragraphs 9, 10, 13, 18 and 19; R. at

610, 611).
Carnes, through Neviaser, modified the Sales Agreement
between Carnes and Brown to indicate that, with regard to the
Church Office Building project, Brown was to get all the commissions available under specification, order, and territorial
credit.

(Pl.Tr.Ex.

106). Neviaser clearly had the authority to

act on behalf of Carnes. (Findings at paragraph 55, R. at 616).
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C.

The trial court erred in failing to award
Brown a 5% total commission on the net amount
of Carnes1 invoices for order and territorial
credit.

The trial court, in what can only be considered an oversight in light of its findings, granted Brown the commission for
specification credit that had been paid by Carnes to Long-Deming,
but failed to include in that award the commission that had been
paid to Long-Deming for order and territorial credit.

There is

nothing in the trial court's findings to explain if the court
meant to deny Brown those commissions or to award them.
At paragraph 24 of its findings, the trial court refers
to the "sales commission" which Carnes paid to Long-Deming in the
amount of 80%, and later, in paragraph 26, refers to the
"specification commission" in the same percentage (emphasis
supplied)«

Nowhere in the trial court's findings does it refer

to the order and territorial credit that was paid to Long-Deming
as well.

In effect, the trial court did not make any findings

with regard to those commissions, or as to whether Carnes should
have paid them to Brown rather than Long-Deming.

Based upon the

evidence by which the trial court determined Carnes should have
paid Brown for the specification commission, Brown should also
have been awarded the order and territorial commissions as well,
which commissions totalled 5% (see Addendum 3 to Sales Agreement)
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of the net amount of Carnes1 invoices ($500,000) , or an additional award of $25,000.
D.

Conclusion.

The trial court examined the Sales Agreement and
interpreted it to provide two ways to calculate commissions:
(1)

5% of net amount of invoices for specification commission, plus 2l/z% of net amount of invoices for
order commission, plus 2V^% of net amount of invoices
for territorial commission, or

(2)

40% of net commission for specification commission,
20% of net commission for order commission, and 20%
of net commission for territorial commission,
whichever is less.

But the record only contained evidence of the net amount of
Carnes1 invoices ($500,000), not the net amount of commissions.
The record reflects the trial court's mathematical mistake; the
40+20+20 percentages are used against commissions, and the
5+23/^+2^ (10%) formula should have been applied to the only figure
in the evidence, i.e. $500,000 in invoices.

(Tr. at 76,167; R.

at 718a [unstamped by district court clerk], 809).
Under the formula, and pursuant to Dan Neviaser's commitment to Brown that Carnes would pay Brown full specification,
order and territorial credit when the project was finalized, the
-13-

trial court should have awarded Brown 10% of the amount of
Carnes1 invoices, i.e. $50,000.
II.

Brown Is Entitled To Pre-Judgment Interest From January lf
1972, Rather Than From January 1, 1978.
A.

The trial court erred in determining the date
on which Brown became entitled to commissions.

There is no dispute in this appeal that, in the event
Brown is entitled to commissions, it is also entitled to prejudgment interest at the rate of six percent per annum from the
date on which it became entitled to those commissions.
The trial court found that there was a paucity of evidence with regard to when the construction of the Church Office
Building was completed, and when final payment was finally made
by the Church to Carnes for the Carnes equipment put into the
Church Office Building.

The trial court found that the Church

made final payment to Carnes sometime in 1977.

(Findings at

paragraph 45, R. at 615). Therefore, the trial court granted
Brown pre-Judgment interest from January 1, 1978 until date of
Judgment. (Conclusions at paragraph 7, R. at 617).
The cause for the dearth of evidence, as will be
discussed in more detail supra, was that Carnes had destroyed its
records for the years during which Brown was its exclusive sales
representative for Utah, and during the years in which the Church
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Office Building was constructed and payments were made from the
Church to Carnes for their equipment.

The trial court concluded

that there was no evidence in the record upon which to determine
the date commissions were owed by Carnes, other than a statement
by plaintiff's predecessor counsel, Alan Tibbals, that he thought
some final payments were still being made by the Church to Carnes
as late as 1977.

(Tr. at 165; R. at 807). This conclusion was

wrong.
B.

The record shows that Carnes was obligated to
pay commissions to its sales representative
for the Church Office Building project by
January 1, 1972.

In the deposition of Ted R. Brown, published at trial,
Brown testified that the Church paid Carnes for its equipment in
or about 1972.

(Deposition of Ted R. Brown at 51). Mr. Tibbals

stated that the dedication of the Church Office Building was in
approximately June, 1972.

(Deposition of Ted R. Brown at 52).

More importantly, however, as part of Long-Deming's
Answer to Interrogatory No. 1 of plaintiff's Third Set of
Interrogatories, Long-Deming attached as Exhibit "A" two sheets
from their log book setting forth entries made at or about the
time of the sale of Carnes equipment to the Church for incorporation into the Church Office Building.

Those sheets reflect

not only that the Church paid for the Carnes equipment prior to
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January 1, 1972, but also that Long-Deming received its commission on those sales

prior to January 1, 1972, (R. at 480,

484-485)(Exhibit "A" to Long-Deming's Answer to Interrogatory No,
1 is attached hereto as Addendum H ) .
The substantial weight of the evidence, which was
undisputed by defendants Carnes Company and Long-Deming at trial,
is that Long-Deming received its commissions, which the trial
court held should have gone to Brown, prior to January 1, 1972.
Any statement by plaintiff's predecessor counsel to the contrary
was his attempt to aid the trial court in a difficult situation,
caused by the destruction of records by the defendants, and their
resulting inability to supply Brown with any information.

Based

upon the evidence in the record, the trial court erred in
awarding Brown pre-Judgment interest from January 1, 1978, and
should have awarded it from January 1, 1972.
III.

The Trial Court Correctly Concluded that Carnes Breached
its Duty to Brown of Good Faith and Fair Dealing Implied
in the Sales Agreement.
A.

The trial court's findings support its
conclusion that Carnes breached its implied
duty of good faith and fair dealing to Brown.

Carnes concedes that it had an implied duty of good
faith and fair dealing to Brown under the Sales Agreement.
(Carnes brief at 18). But it argues that the trial court erred
in concluding that Carnes breached that duty.
-16-

Carnes paraphrases

the trial court's findings in its attempt to undercut the court's
conclusion of breach, but in doing so it mischaracterizes the
scope of Brown's work on the project and Carnes' acknowledgment
of that effort.

More importantly, it ignores the trial court's

finding that Carnes not only customarily made equitable adjustments in determining to whom commissions should be paid, but specifically did so in this case.
The trial court found the following:
1.

The provisions in the Sales Agreement dealing with

payment of commissions only appeared to be somewhat clear and
unambiguous.
2.

(Findings at paragraph 7; R. at 610).
Carnes admitted that, in practice, occasions arose

when special circumstances required equitable adjustments in the
payment of commissions, notwithstanding the express terms of the
Sale Agreement.
3.

(Findings at paragraph 14; R. at 611).

From 1963 until the termination of the Sales

Agreement (in September, 1968), Brown expended considerable time,
money and resources on behalf of Carnes in attempting to have
Carnes equipment specified in the plans for the construction of
the Church Office Building.

(Findings at paragraphs 3, 9, 10;

R. at 609-610).
4.

Brown's efforts were expressly and repeatedly

recognized by Carnes, and the special circumstances involved in
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this case were also clearly and repeatedly recognized by Carnes.
(Findings at paragraphs 13, 18, 21, 33,; R. at 611, 612, 613).
5.

The Church Office Building project was a par-

ticularly attractive and substantial piece of business for
Carnes, and Brown's work was substantial and material in Carnes
ultimately obtaining the final contract for the work.

(Findings

at paragraphs 19, 29-31; R. at 611, 613).
6*

Dan Neviaser, Carnes' national sales manager at the

time during which Brown was Carries' exclusive sale representative
for Utah, clearly acknowledged that the facts in the instant
case required special consideration for commission credit, and
that he would make such an exception in this case and award the
commissions to Brown.
Carnes1 behalf.
7.

Neviaser had the authority to act on

(Findings at paragraphs 33-34, 55; R. at 613).

Carnes had the ability and authority to protect

Brown's entitlement to commissions through the wording of Carnes1
new Sales Agreement with its sales representative for Utah who
replaced Brown, yet it failed to do so. (Findings at 27-28, 32,
35; R. at 612-614).
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B.

A party to a contract is bound to a broadlyconstrued duty of good faith and fair dealing*

The Utah cases defining and clarifying the recognized,
implicit duty of parties to a contract to perform their contractual obligations in good faith and with fair dealing paint a much
broader picture of parties' obligations under that duty than
Carnes cares to admit.

While Carnes' recitation of the pre-

vailing case law focuses on the "bad faith" prong of the duty,
and indeed, on the literal translation of those words, the cases
reflect the Utah Supreme Court's desire to protect the ages-old
jurisprudential considerations of fair dealing between contractual parties, a meeting of the minds, and the benefit of the
bargain struck.
The recent line of cases in which the Utah Supreme Court
discussed this duty began with W. P. Harlin Construction Company
v. Utah State Road Commission, 19 Utah 2d 364, 431 P.2d 792
(1967).

In that case, the plaintiff alleged that the defendant

arbitrarily refused to allow the plaintiff to use a combustiontype pile driving hammer, rather than a steam- or air-driven
hammer.

A provision in the contract between plaintiff and defen-

dant granted the defendant the right to approve equipment used.
The Utah Supreme Court held that, where the matter of approval or
satisfaction of performance of a contract was reserved to one of
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the parties, it was assumed that that party would act fairly and
in good faithf and would not arbitrarily withhold approval or
acknowledgment of satisfaction,

I_d. at 793.

In Cahoon v. Cahoonf 641 P.2d 140 (Utah 1982), two exspouses had agreed in their divorce decree that their condominium
was to be sold on or before August 15, 1980, for at least
$175,000, with the net proceeds to be split between them.

In the

event that the condominium was not sold on or before that date,
or for that amount of money, it would be awarded to the ex-wife
subject to the mortgage indebtedness thereon.

A ready, willing

and able buyer executed an earnest money receipt and offer to
purchase agreement with the ex-spouses on August 15, 1980, for
the purchase price of $175,000.
1980.

Closing was set for September 1,

Thereafter, the ex-wife refused to execute the closing

documents, claiming non-compliance with the divorce decree based
upon the actual closing date.
veyance to be consummated.

The trial court ordered the con-

The Utah Supreme Court affirmed,

determining that, by her failure to execute the closing documents, the ex-wife had made it impossible for her ex-husband to
perform under the contract.

She then tried to invoke his non-

performance (timely sale of condominium) as her defense.
breached her duty of fair dealing.
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Td. at 144.

This

Leigh Furniture and Carpet Company v, Isom, 657 P.2d 293
(Utah 1982), the trial record showed a constant interruption of
Isom's business, threats to terminate the sales contract, and
general behavior that tended to destroy the business climate
within Isom's store, by Leigh Furniture.

The jury in the case

found, and the Utah Supreme Court affirmed, that Leigh
Furniture's conduct was an unreasonable exercise of contract
rights and/or was done in bad faith for the purpose of injuring
Isom's business relations,

^d. at 311.

Finally, and most recently, the Utah Supreme Court again
had occasion to review the implied duty of good faith and fair
dealing in contractual relations in Resource Management Company
v. Weston Ranch, 706 P.2d 1028 (Utah 1985).

The tortuous facts

underlying this case can be, for purposes of the instant case,
boiled down to the following:

Weston Ranch was made up of four

brothers engaged in the ranching business.

They had the poor

fortune of entering into a consulting and management services
contract with Resource Management Company.

The provisions of the

contract, and Resource Management Company's subsequent actions
thereunder, formed the basis of the lawsuit.

One of the issues

the trial court, and later the Utah Supreme Court, grappled with
was the language in the consulting and management services
contract that gave Resource Management Company the arbitrary and
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absolute right to terminate the contract, thus unilaterally
negating his promises under the contract.

Within that context,

the Utah Supreme Court reaffirmed the duty, under Utah law, to
perform contractual obligations in good faith.

The Court further

held that that implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
forbade arbitrary action by one party that disadvantaged the
other.

Resource Management Company v. Weston Ranch, 706 P.2d at

1037.
Carnes has cited the Restatement (2nd) of Contacts, as
well as Corbin on Contracts, basically for the notion that the
implied duty of good faith and fair dealing only prevents
contracting parties from taking certain actions, or omitting to
act, when they do so with prohibited motives.

In fact, a closer

examination of the very authories Carnes cites shows the broader
scope of the duty.
Corbin says that "good faith in contracting is the obligation to preserve the spirit of the bargain rather than the
letter, the adherence to substance rather than form."

3A A.L.

CORBIN, CORBIN ON CONTRACTS, Section 654A at 793 (1984 Supp.).
In a reference to specific instances of the breach of the implied
duty, Corbin says the following:
It is a basic principal that justice is not served when
somebody gets something for nothing, other than by the
conscious free will of the giver . . . This basic prin-
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cipal of justice also finds expression in the doctrine
of good faith . . . Besides forbidding attempts to prevent the other party from getting the consideration for
which he bargained through breach or use of technical
provisions contained in the contact, this principal of
justice forbids attempts by the actor to get more for
himself than the other party reasonably contemplated
giving him at the time the contractual relationship was
entered into, absent good cause. Either kind of motive
to evade the spirit of the bargain is condemned by the
laws of bad faith. 3A A.L. CORBIN, CORBIN ON CONTRACTS,
Section 654E at 807 (1984 Supp.) (emphasis supplied).
Likewise, the Restatement (2nd) of Contracts also shows
a greater scope of the implied duty than Carnes has reiterated.
The Restatement, in looking at business transactions, cites the
Uniform Commercial Code at Section 2-103(1)(b) for the
proposition that good faith means "honesty and fact and the
observance of reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing in
the trade." RESTATEMENT (2ND) OF CONTRACTS, Section 205 at 100
(1981) (emphasis supplied).
C.

The trial court correctly concluded that
Carnes breached its duty to Brown of good
faith and fair dealing.

As the above cases and authorities show, the implied
duty of good faith and fair dealing does not arise solely when
there has been bad faith by one of the parties to a contract.
Rather, the duty forces an examination of all relevant facts
surrounding a contract, the language thereunder, and the acts and
omissions of the parties thereto.
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Once that analysis has been

made, the next determination is whether one or both of the parties have acted, or failed to act, arbitrarily to the disadvantage of the other, or in a way that precludes the other from
exercising its rights or obligations under the contract. The
courts are to look at the actions or omissions by the parties in
the context of fair dealing and good faith.
In the instant case, the trial court, contrary to
Carnes' assertions, found that, while the terms of the contract
between Brown and Carnes "appear to be somewhat clear and unambiguous . . . "

(Findings at paragraph 7; R. at 610), the court

also specifically held that Carnes itself conceded that it could
go outside the express terms of the contract and make "equitable
adjustments in the commissions" to be paid to its sales representatives when special circumstances required it. This was a common practice of Carnes in its commercial dealings.

(Findings at

paragraph 14; R. at 611). The circumstances in the business
relationship between Brown and Carnes demanded such equitable
adjustment, and Carnes specifically acknowledged that.

(Findings

at paragraphs 18, 23, 33, 34; R. at 611, 612, 613).
Those "special circumstances" were that Brown worked for
six years to get Carnes1 equipment specified in the plans for the
Church Office Building, and to have the equipment in fact
purchased and installed in that project.
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During those six years,

Brown's representatives travelled to Verona, Wisconsin, to meet
with Carnes' officials on the project; worked closely with the
Salt Lake City architect to create a specialized and, indeed,
patentable utilization of Carnes' equipment specifically for the
Church Office Building; rented space in the Ambassador Club and
created a mock-up of Carnes1 equipment in their continuing push
for specification of Carnes' equipment; and continued to represent Carnes' interests during the several years during which the
project was put on hold due to financing problems and other concerns.

(Tr. at 17-20, R. at 660-663).
During that time, Carnes, through its national sales

manager, Dan Neviaser, specifically determined that Brown was to
get all specification, order and territorial commissions for the
work on the Church Office Building, in the event that specification and orders were obtained.

In fact, Carnes' equipment was

specified in the plans for the project, and Carnes' sold approximately $500,000 worth of equipment to the Church for that project.

Carnes then ignored the past six years' worth of work by

Brown, ignored its promises to Brown, and gave all order and
territorial commissions, and 80% of the specification commissions, to its new sales representative in Utah, Long-Deming.
The record before the trial court was replete with evidence upon which the trial court could find that Carnes had
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breached its implied duty of good faith and fair dealing to Brown
under the Sales Agreement.

Carnes' argument to the contrary is

based upon several faulty presumptions.

First, Carnes wrongly

presumes that there must be bad faith by Carnes before the trial
court could determine that Carnes had breached its implied
contractual duty.

Given the rulings by the Utah Supreme Court,

and the interpretations of the authorities on this doctrine (see
infra), this is certainly not the case.
Second, Carnes' argument relies upon a finding by the
trial court that the terms of the Sales Agreement were clear and
unambiguous.

Even a cursory review of the trial court's findings

in this action will show that representation to be incorrect, and
that the Sales Agreement terms were not clear and unambiguous.
Carnes uses cases concerning real estate brokers and
their limited rights to commissions to analogize to Brown's
rights under the Sales Agreement and Carnes' actions and statements.

These cases are inapposite.

A real estate broker

generally has a six-month listing agreement, and is somewhat protected for any contacts or introductions the broker makes for and
on behalf of his client, in the event that the client culminates
a sale after the broker's listing agreement has ended.

The cir-

cumstances of a manufacturer and its sales representative are
quite different, especially in the instant case.
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Brown was Carnes1 exclusive sales representative for
Utah from 1961 through 1968.

Throughout most of that period of

time, Brown worked unceasingly for Carnes1 benefit on a major
sale of Carnes1 equipment to the Church.

Carnes recognized that

effort, recognized the special circumstances in the case, and
determined that all commissions should go to Brown.

Even Harry

F. Griese, Jr., who attempted to unilaterally terminate Brown as
Carnes1 exclusive sales distributor in Utah, agreed that the circumstances were such that the usual, thirty-day termination
period (during which any sales that came to fruition would
require commissions to be paid to the terminated sales representative who was responsible for such sales) was not long enough,
and should be extended to six months.

However, this extension of

time still was not long enough, given the representations by
Griese1s predecessor, Neviaser.

Indeed, the trial court specifi-

cally found that, under the circumstances, the limitation of the
termination period to six months was still unreasonable (Findings
at paragraph 54, R. at 616). The credibility of Griese was
denegrated by the court at trial as a "Johnnie-Come-Lately."
(Tr. at 158; R. at 800).
The case law cited by Carnes to the effect that the
trial court could not imply terms and conditions to the Sales
Agreement that were contrary to that Sales Agreement simply does
-27-

not apply to this record, and the findings of the trial court.
The language was not clear and unambiguous.

Indeed, the court

viewed the contract, and the actions of Carnes, as follows:
So it's clear to the Court, that there was a contractual
commission division policy of the company [Carnes] as
expressed in the contract. That because of territorial
conflicts or using co-engineers, as were employed in
this case, or because of termination of employment with
a successor getting involved in the circumstances, even
though the plain lanaguage of the contract doesn't seem
ambiguous and susceptible of varying interpretations, it
appears to the Court that the company recognized that
certain inequities would result, or at least it was
recognized clearly by Mr. Neviaser.
(Tr. at 158; R. at 800) (emphasis supplied).
IV.

The Trial Court Properly Received Evidence on Net Amounts of
Carnes1 Invoices
The trial court found that $500,000 worth of Carnes

equipment was purchased by the Church and installed in its Church
Office Building.

Commissions to Carnes' sales representative

were calculated from that figure.
Evidence from various sources came in at the trial in
this matter with regard to the net amount of Carnes' invoices.
Ted Brown testified from personal knowledge, and based upon certain calculations that he had done, subsequent to reviewing the
plans and specifications for the project that the invoices
totalled approximately $761,000.

(Tr. 41-52, R. 684-695).

Plaintiff also alleged, in its Amended Complaint, a certain figure
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for the amount of the invoices, and Long-Deming's Answer to
plaintiff's

Interrogatory No. 12 provided a figure in the amount

of $500,000.

(R. 173-182).

Based upon this evidence the trial

court,specifically declaring itself to be making a conservative
decision, found that the net amount of Carnes' invoices was
$500,000.

(Findings at paragraph 48, R. at 615).

Carnes claims first of all that plaintiff violated the
"best evidence" rule by failing to provide the actual plans and
specifications, or any other original documents, which would show
the net amount of Carnes' invoices.

In fact, plaintiff had asked

both Carnes and Long-Deming for these documents in the early
stages of discovery in this case.

Long-Deming could not find the

documents, and Carnes admitted that they had destroyed them.
(Findings at paragraphs 37-39, R. at 614; R. at 479-485).
The best evidence rule in Utah allows secondary evidence
to be admitted, at the court's discretion, when it is not
possible to obtain the original document.

Meyer v. General

American Corporation 569 P.2d 1094, 1096 (Utah 1977) (citing UTAH
CODE ANN. Section 78-25-16 (1953, as amended) and Rule 70,
U.R.E. (predecessor section to U.R.E. 1004)).

See also,

Harrington v. Hess Construction Company, 191 Kan. 416, 381 P.2d
519, 522-3 (1963) (secondary evidence allowed where it was not
plaintiff's fault that defendant did not provide original docu-
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ments); Rockwell v, Mountain View Electric Association, Inc., 521
P.2d 1272, 1275 (Colo. App. 1974) (secondary evidence allowed
where the originals had been in control of the defendants and
plaintiff's demand had been timely).
In Johnson v. Johnson, 74 N.M. 567, 396 P.2d 181, 184-5
(1964), the New Mexico Supreme Court held that the trial court
had the discretion to determine if the proof offered at trial to
establish that the original instrument was lost was sufficient to
permit proof of its contents by secondary evidence.

At the

instant trial, both defendants Carnes and Long-Deming did not
object to plaintiff's proof that the original documents were
lost.

Furthermore, although they objected to the use of secon-

dary evidence, they did not dispute the evidence as to the amount
of invoices, nor did they put on any contrary evidence to plaintiff's claimed amount.
With regard to Carnes' claim that no adverse inference
should be taken because of its destruction of the original
documents necessary in the trial of this case, the very cases
cited by Carnes support the making of an adverse inference. The
documents requested obviously were in Carnes' possession or
control during its course of dealing with the Church, and
remained in its control up until the time they were destroyed.
The trial court specifically found that Carnes had early enough
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notice of the dispute between Carnes and Brown such that it
should not have destroyed its records, and such destruction was
not justified.

(Findings at 40-42, R. at 614-615).

Finally, with regard to Carnes1 claim that the trial
court could not rely upon Long-Deming's Answer to
Interrogatories, in which they stated that Carnes1 invoices
totalled $500,000, there is no evidence in the trial transcript
or in the trial court's findings or conclusions that the trial
court relied solely upon that evidence in making its finding.
There was evidence from different sources in the record as to the
amount of Carnes' invoices.

The testimony and evidence at trial

was sufficient to support the trial court's finding, and it can
be assumed that Long-Deraing's Answer to Interrogatories was used
by the trial court to corrobrate the finding, and not weigh the
merits of the case.
1984), cert.
V.

White v. Vathally, 732 F.2d 1039 (1st Cir.

denied, 105 S.Ct. 331 (1984).
Conclusion

The trial court correctly found that Brown was entitled
to commissions from Carnes, based upon Dan Neviaser's modification of the Sales Agreement, and based upon Carnes' breach of its
implied duty of good faith and fair dealing to Brown.

The trial

court erred, however, in finding that Brown was only entitled to
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4% of the net amount of Carnes' invoices, rather than 10%.
The trial court properly found that Brown was entitled
to pre-Judgment interest on those commissions, but erred in
finding that Brown was entitled to pre-Judgment interest from
January 1, 1978, rather than January 1, 1972.
The trial court properly admitted evidence at trial upon
which to determine the net amount of Carnes1 invoices, and properly found that Carnes had a duty to preserve certain original
documents, based upon the timeliness of plaintiff's notice of a
dispute, and subsequent request for said documents.
The Judgment of the trial court should be affirmed to
the extent that commissions and pre-Judgment interest were
awarded to Brown.

However, the trial court's Judgment should be

modified to award Brown commissions in the amount of $50,000, and
pre-Judgment interest from January 1, 1972.
DATED this 14th day of July, 1986.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On this 15th day of July, 1986, I caused to be handdelivered four true and correct copies of the foregoing Brief of
Respondent to the following:
Joseph J. Palmer, Esq.
Reed E. Lewis, Esq.
Jeffrey Robinson, Esq.
MOYLE & DRAPER, P.C.
600 Deseret Plaza
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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Sales Agreement
2019

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into, as of
May.,24,. 196A

by and between Carnes

Corporation, a Wisconsin corporation, with its principal
office at Verona, Wisconsin, hereinafter called "Carnes"
-

AND-

Ted.R,.^rov^
hereinafter called "Distributor" (a person or company
which buys and resells for his or its own account) or
"Representative" (a person or company which solicits
orders for sales by Carnes on a commission basis.)

ADDENDUM A

Witnesseth:
In consideration of the mutual promises and agreements herein contained, it is agreed by and
between the said parties ds follows:

1. Products Covered by this Agreement
Carnes hereby appoints the distributor or representative, *nd the distributor or representative
agrees to and does accept appointment, as the exclusive distributor or representative tor the sale
of Carnes' products specifically listed below in tho territory assigned hereunder.

i

An Qr.4nHarri mmmgrrlflJ and industrial celling air dlffusers, baseboard
a & f u a g ^ - x ^ U t e r s , jrlilpa,-md rnfllrianrtal ccliln^dlXfUflgggx^erurii air
grtU^di-&ltai- Aa^a^^fcliea^-And standard arr^ftflnrifta.
2. All standard high and low velocity ATC units, and standard accessories•

—s^—All Jjfqqritur/1-.pnu/pr rnnf vpnfi1flfnrnt relief vents and standard accessories.
-^i^^Ali-staaiAxd louvers nnd ri.in.p'n, .md Standard acQesiorlejL;

2 . Territory
The territory assigned to the distributor or representative under this agreement is covered by Addendum No. 1.

3. Resale Discounts and Commission Computations
Resale discounts aire covered by Addendum No. 2. These discounts cover items purchased by the
distributor, and form the basis for calculating commissions duo the representative on sales made
by Carnes to others.

4. Policy on Specification, Territorial and Approval Credits
When more than one distributor and/or representative has participated in making a sale, the determination and payment of the amount due each for his contribution is covered by Addendum No. 3.

5. Payment of Commissions
On the twentieth (20th) of each month Carnes will pay representative commissions earned and due
under this agreement and its addenda on invoices to customers other than representative which
have been paid m full by the customer to Carnes during the previous month. If the customer makes
only a partial payment on any invoice, the commission does not become payable until the invoice
v
is paid in full.
In the event that representative has guaranteed the payment of an invoice and the invoice remains
unpaid tiler 90 days from the invoice date, it will be charged back to representative by Carnes.

6. Payment of Carnes Invoices
On items purchased by distributor from Carnes, distributor agrees to make full payment to Carnes
on Carnes' invoices when due, according to the terms thereof.

7. Acceptance of Orders
All orders solicited or received by distributor or representative for Carnes are subject to acceptance
by an officer of Carnes and distributor or representative shall have no authority to bind or commit
Carnes in any reipect. Acceptance or rejection shall be wholly within the discretion of Carnes and
rejection by Carnes for whatever cause or without cause shall preclude Carnes from liability for
commission or otherwise in respect of the order rejected.

8. OEM Business
CA((\9% is in no way obligated to pay any commission on sales to manufacturers who incorporate
items purchased from Carnes in the manufacture of their products or furnish such items purchased,
with their products.
This type of sale will be negotiated on an individual basis regarding the rate of commission.

ADDENDUM NO. 1 TO SALES AGREEMENT DATED .. . . M * 7 . . 2 *'.
CONTRACT REGISTER NUMBER

l

^ }

•PA.?

DISTRIBUTOR OR REPRESENTATIVE

Ted R. Brown & Associate*

Territory
State of Utah

Entire state.

State of Idaho -

Those counties east and south of and including Oneida, Power,
Bingham, Butte and Clark.

jtate of Wyoming

The following counties:-Teton, Fremont, Sublette, Lincoln,
Unita aad Sweetwater.

ADDENDUM NO. 2 TO SALES AOKtuwcm u ^ . t ^
CONTRACT REGISTER NUMBER

2

*,.-, --,.

Q*9

Ted R. Brown & Associates

• Resale
Form 9053A
Form 9Q70B

Form 9073C
Form MJ76B
Form 9060B

Discount
Ventilating Equipment and Accessories
louvers, Dampers and Penthouses
Commercial and Industrial Celling Dlffusers and Accessories
Acoustic Terminal Control Units
Condu-Flex Flexible Ductwork
Residential Ceiling Dlffusers, Models RC and RCD
Return Air Crille and Filter Assembly, Mo del RAF
Carnes Forced Air Baseboard
Commercial & Industrial Air Conditioning Registers and
Grilles

A U U t N U U M N U . J I U i A L t i AOKtCMtrNI UAICiJ
CONTRACT REGlSfLR NUMBER

*»•••/ «*-^t * ^w*

... 2 0 1 9 .

DISTRIBUTOR OR REPRESENTATIVE

X^L!*? . ^ ^ A

Poiicy on Specification,
Territorial
Credits

Associates ^ _

Approval,

and

All specifications, approval or territorial credits shall be based on net sales, after the deduction of
trado discounts or commissions, transpoftation charges and goods returned for credit. Ihe following
rules shall cover the method of payment.

1. Products subject to specification, approval or territorial credit
The products covered by this credit policy shall be all standard cataloged products, except RCD
diftusers and RAF return filter grilles.

2. Dollar volume of order before specification, approval, or territorial credit applies
Before credit is applicable the minimum list amount for each product individually must bo $500.00.

3. Eligibility for credits
a. Specification Credit
It is pieferred, but not mandatory, that the distributor or representative fill out Carnes form No.
9016A and furnish this to Carnes prior to the bidding date of the job. The job will then be registered by Carnes, and if an order is received from any other distributor or representative in
another territory, specification credit will be paid to the distributor or representative submitting
the specification form in accordance with the rules of this agreement. Specification information
is required on the original order form. Specification credit under this agreement will be defined
as having the Carnes name mentioned in the specification, either as a direct specified product
or as an approved equdl.
b. Approval Credit
If Carnes products are sold in one territory but an architect or engineer in another territory
approves the submittal, the distributor or representative in the territory whore approval is made
will recvive approval credit. Approval information is rnquired on the original order form.

c. Territorial Credit
1. For territorial credit, it will not be necessary for the distributor or representative to give
notification prior to shipment, if the shipment is made into a territory other than the exclustre territory of a distributor or representative originating the order, the distributor or
representative into whose territory the equipment will be shipped, will be notified by
Carnes that the shipment will be subject to a territorial credit under this agreement.
Carnes will give notification by a copy of the acknowledgment form of the order.

2. Carnes will be liable for territorial credit only when they are directed to make shipment
directly from their plant or warehouse into a territory other than the territory of the distributor or representative originating the order. Caines will not be liable for territorial
credit when shipments are made from stocks of distributors or jobbers into other territories,

4. Crmiit split for speci/icaf/on, approval, and territorial.
The following split of the credit under this agreement on a job covering Caines products will be as
follows:
a. When Carnes bills an exclusive Carnes distributor direct and an exclusive Carnes distributor
or representative from one or more other territories is entitled to any credit under this agreement,
it will be determined before the order is entered and the applicable credit will be added as an
additional charge on the invoice of the distributor invoiced.
And, on the 20th day of the month following the month in which payment h received by Came*,
they will pay to the qualifying distributoi(s) or representatiYo(s) their proportionate share of the
credit as follows:
1. Specification credit — 5 % of the net amount of the invoice.
2. Approval credit — 2Vi%

of the net amount of the invoice.

3. Territorial credit — 21/2% of the net amount of the invoice.
b. When Carnes bills directly to any purchaser except an exclusive Carnes distributor, and
credit is due to one or more other exclusive Carnes distributors or representatives, Carnes will
pay the credit in the proportion applicable under this agreement, directly to the parties due the
credit.
The credit will be calculated as a percentage on the net amount of the invoice, after commission
is deducted (i.e., lowest applicable product multiplier) and a percentage of the net commission,
and the credit allowed for the lesser amount as follows:
1. Specification credit — 5 % of the net amount of the invoice, or 4 0 % of the net commission,
whichever is lesser.
2. Approval credit - 2 V i % of the net amount of the invoice, or 2 0 % of the net commission,
whichever is lesser.
3. Territorial credit — 2V'2% of the net amount of the invoice, or 2 0 % of the net commission,
whichever is lesser.
Credits are not due and payable until the customer has remitted the full amount for the material
purchased, then payment will be made by Carnes on the 20th day of the month following the month
in which payment is received by Carnes.
5. For each of the above conditions of a or b under point 4., specj/ica/ion and approval credit will
nor both be paid on the same job. If Carnes products are specified in one territory and a distributor
or representative from another territory requests tbe distributor or representative from the specifying
territory to contact the architect and/or engineer regarding any point covering the order, this will
be considered as being covered under the specification credit.

ADDENDUM N O . 4 TO SALES AGREEMENT DATED
CONTRACT REGISTER NUMBER

¥

a

Y

2

:*» J . ?
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T « t . R.». ^ W B . J L A ? . ? . ? ? . 1 ! ? . ? " .

DISTRIBUTOR

• Return of Warehouse Stocks
Sold Distributor

Previously

In the event of cancellation of subject agreement by CARNES, they will then accept the return of
warehouse stocks, previously sold to the DISTRIBUTOR, under the following terms and conditions:

1. Upon request by the DISTRIBUTOR, CARNES will issue a RETURN AUTHORIZATION for the
stock the DISTRIBUTOR wants to return.

2. The shipping cost of returning the stock to the factory of CARNES will be PREPAID by the
DISTRIBUTOR.

3. The amount of allowance for the stock will be based on inspection upon receipt at the factory.

4. If the stock is in new condirion and can be put directly back into CARNES' stock, the full cost
to the DISTRIBUTOR will be allowed without deduction of the usual handling charge made by
CARNES.

5. IF THE STOCK IS DAMAGED OR OBSOLETE, the DISTRIBUTOR will accept the valuation placed
on the stock by CARNES, after inspection upon receipt, whatever the salvage value may be.

6. If the shipping cost i> not PREPAID, CARNES will deduct any collect charges paid from the
amount of allowance made for the returned stock.

7. A credit memo will be issued by CARNES for the net allowance made for the returned stock
as determined in the foregoing paragraphs.
This credit will be applied as follows:
A. I irst, to any unpaid balance on any notes hold by CARNES, covering the original purchase of lh« warehouse stock.
B. Secondly, to any other amounts due CARNES, either on notes or on open account credit.

C. In the event the credit issued does not fully pay any outstanding notes or accounts, the
DISTRIBUTOR will promptly make payment to CARNES of all balances due and payable.

D. In the event the credit for the returned goods more than covers all outstanding notes
and accounts of the DISTRIBUTOR, CARNES will issue their check for any net excess
credit.

9, Status of Distributor

or

Representative

Distributor or representative shall be an independent contractor in performing this sales agreement
and shall not be an agent, servant or employee of Carries, Distributor or representative may develop
the sale ot the products covered in this agreement, in any manner deemed advisable by distributor
or representative including his employment of agents, servants, employees and sub-contractors, as
long as ail such arrangements are in accord with all provisions of this agreement.
Distributor or representative shall not sell or assign or transfer any interest in this agreement without
written consent of Carnes and any attempted sale, transfer or assignment in whole or in part shall be
null arid void.

10. Changes in list Prices, Resale Discounts and Commissions
Carnes reserves the right to make such changes in the list prices, the resale discounts and commission
rates and bases applying to the products covered by this agreement, from time to time, as are
deemed necessary and reasonable by Carnes. Carnes will notify the distributor or representative in
writing thirty (30) days in advance of the effective date of the following changes:
a. Increase in list prices.
b. Decrease m resale discounts.
c. Change in bases and/or rates resulting in decrease In commission amount.
In the esent of the following changes, Carnes will notify the distributor or representative in writing
and such changes will be in elfect immediately but will apply only to orders originating thereafter:
a. Decrease in list prices.
b. Increase in resale discounts.
c. Change in bases and/or rates resulting in increase in commission amount.

11. Changes in Design and

Specifications

Carnes reserves the right to make such changes in design and specifications of the products covered
in this agreement or to discontinue the manufacturing and selling of any product covered by this
agreement, from time to time, as Carnes may in its sole and absolute discretion deem necessary.

12. Carnes' Obligation

as to

Warranty

The standard warranty given by Carnes on the products covered by this agreement is expressed on
Carnes' Acknowledgment of Order. Invoice forms shall limit Carnes' warranty obligation thereto, and
the same shall, m no event, be extended either expressly or by implication.

13. Cooperation

of Distributor

or Representative

with Carnes

The distributor or representative agrees at all times to cooperate fully and promptly with Carnes in
the sale of alt products covered in this agreement, and to render such information and reports ai and
when such information is reqvje%ted, and to furnish to Carnes copies of all correspondence, quotations,
and invoices, covering the products covered by this agreement, when such information is specifically
requested by Carnes.

14.

Cancellation
Either party shall have the right to terminate this agreement, by giving the other party thirty (30)
days notice m writing of his intention so to do, and in the event of such termination, rights granted
* by this agreement shall terminate, tf termination notice be given by Carnes, distributor or representative shall upon receipt discontinue all bidding activity on the products covered by this agreement
and immediately furnish a copy of all active quotations dated prior to this cancellation notification
for Carnes" records. Any such quotations which develop into accepted orders within 30 days from
the date notice is so given by Carnes shall entitle the distributor or representative to resale discounts
at the same rate and upon the same terms as though this agreement had continued in effect.

15. Return of Warehouse Slocks Previously Sold

Distributor

This is ccwoied by Addendum No. 4.

16. Scope of

Agreement

it is agrend between Carnes and distributor or representative that this agreement contains the entire
agreement between the said parties, and that there are no other understandings or agreements between them, and that thts agreement supersedes and voids all previous contracts, whether oral, written
or implied as between vaid parties.
17.

This agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the successors and assigns of Carnes,

H .

This agreement shall b# governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of
Wisconsin.

I t t

WitTlCSS

W u i i i r e o /

the parties hereto have caused this agreement

to be signed and sealed at Verona, Wisconsin, as of the day and year first above written.

V k « Pr«aid»nt

Countersigned

By

,

<LM
/X&,.^E1. . //..... M.V?:.*:.
S«U» M t n i g w

TSD R. BRG'.VM& A£gCCTATFS
D i s t r i b u t o r or R e p r e s e n t a t i v e

By ....,

(... 'l :

'J .&.*' c TT?-

r\L.t.:.

Title

Countersigned ,

\ '

i M

.

\

-r-™
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Title

CARNES CORPORATION
VERONA, WISCONSIN
February 1, 1961
Confidential Distributors Discount Sheet
VENTILATING EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES
LOUVERS, DAMPERS AND PENTHOUSES
Base Discount:

35%.

Distributors Discount:
1.
2.
3.

Where Carnes Corporation bills distributor, base discount less 20 & 10%. Mult. - .468.
Where Carney Corporation bills jobbers direct, base discount less 20 & 10%. Mult. - .4
Where Carnes Corporation bills contractor direct:
A* When distributor guarantees payment of invoice according to standard terms, or
when shipment is made C,O.D. or sight draft, or when customer's credit rating
allows shipment of order without credit investigation,
Base l e s s 20-i(J%. Multiplier - .468.
B. Where Carnes Corporation cannot ship on open account without credit investigation,
the following distributor disccunt shall apply:
Mult.
Invoices up to $1,000 list
Base less 20-5%
.494
Invoices ot $1,000 and over at list
Base less 20-10%
.468
Note: On orders of less than $1, 000 list that cannot be slapped on open account without
credit investigation, Carnes Corporation will notify distributor and request:
a. Guarantee.
b . Authorization to ship C.O.D. or sight draft.
c. Authorization to make credit Investigation.
On orders of $1,000 list and over, Carnes will automatically maJce credit
Investigation.
j^TERMS: Net - 10th proximo

J

FREIGHT ALLOWANCE:
1.
2.

All prices are F P . P . Verona, Wisconsin, with transportation charges allowed via
cheapest routing.
All freight c h a n t s will be prepaid for United States (except Hawaii and Alaska) and Canai
A. Freight allowance is based on lowest rated means of transportation. Additional costs
for requested routings ether than lowest cost routing will be added to the invoice,
B. On shipments to Hawaii and Alaska as well as export shipments beyond the boundaries
of the contiguous 48 states (Canada excepted) freight will be prepaid in accordance wis
the above policy to the port of exportation located within the contiguous 48 sta^sa.

CARNES CORPORATION
ViiRONA, WISCONSIN
February 1, 1961
Confidential Distributors and A Rents Discount Sheet
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL CEILING DIPFUSIZRS AND ACCESSORIES
ACOUSTIC TERMINAL CONTROL UNITS
CONDU-FLEX FLEXIBLE DUCTWORK
Base Discount: 27%
Distributors and Agentb Discount:
1.
2.
3.

When Cames Corporation Invoices DISTRIBUTOR, base discount less 20 & 10%. Mult. - ,52S
When Cames Corporation invoices JCBB £R, base discount less 20 & 10%. Mult. - .5256.
When Cames Corporation invoices CONTRACTOR and:
a. Distributor guarantees payment of Invoice according to staadard terms - or
b . Shipment is made C.O.D. or sight draft - or
c. Customers credit rating allows shipment of order without credit investigation base discount less 20 & 10%. Mult. - .5256.
d*

When Cames Corporation cannot ship on open account without credit Investigation:
Mult.
Invoices up to £1,000 list - Base discount less 20 & 5%
.5518
Invoices of $1, 000 and over at IIJt - Base discount less 20 & 10%
.5256

N ° t e : Qft orders of le ; j_than $ 1, 000 list that cannot be shipped on open account without credit
Investigation, Cat riea Corporation will notify agent and request:
a.
b.
c#

Guarantee.
Authorization to ship C.O.D. or si^jht draft.
Authorization to make credit investigation.

On orders totaling $1,000 list ard over, Carnes Corporation will automatically make credit
investigation.
TtiRMS: Net - 10th proximo

1

FREIGHT ALLOWANCE:
1.
2•

All prices are F.O.B. Verona, Wisconsin, with transportation charges allowed via cheapest
routing.
All frelKht charges vUJ be prepaid for United States (except Hawaii and Alaska) and Canada.
A.
3«

Freight allowance is based on lowest raced means of transportation. Additional costs
for requested routings other than lowest cost routing will be added to the invoice*
Qa shipments to Hawaii and Alaska as well as export shipments beyxvacl the bouixl&Ttos
,of !l*e contiguous 48 states (Canada excepted) freight will be prepaid «? a c c r T d s ^ ? vSTh
*•**? aocve policy to the oort of exportation located within toe conrtguoas 4< ^ 1 * 5 ^
F o r a ^:07 f S

CARNcS CORPORATION
V2RONA, WISCONSIN
February 1, 1961
Confulontlal Distributors and Agents Discount Sheet

R.2SIDjiNTLAL CEILING DIFFUSERS, MODELS RC AND RCD
RTTURN AIR GRILLLi AND FILTER ASSEMBLY, MODEL RAF

Base Discount:

•47%.

Mulclpiler - .53,

Distributor Discount:
Quantity
1 - 99
100 - 219
250 & Over

Discount
Base less 2-0-10-5-10%
Base less 20-10-10-10%
Base less 20-10-10-5-10%

Mult.
.3263
.3091
.2936

TURNS: Nut - 10th proximo

FR3IGHT ALLQWANC3:
1.
2.

All prices are F.Q.B. Verona, Wisconsin, with trannportatUo charges allowed via
cheapest routing.
All freight i barges will be prepaid for United Stares (excetp Hawaii and Alaska) and
Canada.
A.

B.

Freight allowance is based on lowest rated means of transportation. Additional
costs for requested routings other than lowest cost routing will be added to the
invoice.
On shipments to Hawaii and Alaska as well as export shipments beyond the
boundaries of the contiguous 48 states (Canada excepted), freight will be
prepaid in accordance with the above policy to the port of exportation located
within the contl 'iious iS states.

Form KffrC

CARNES CORPORATION
VERONA, WISCONSIN
February 1, 1961
Confidential Distributors and Agents Discount Sheet
CARN2S FORCED AIR BASEBOARD
Mult.
2* - 499'
500' - 999'
1000' & Over

L i s t l e s s 35-15-10%
L i s t l e s s 35-20-10%
L i s t l e s s 35-25-10%

.4973
.4680
. 4388

Above discounts are based on deliveries in one lot to one destination.
TERMS:

Net - 10th proximo

Custom Series
201 Streamliner Series

- 3-4-5-8 foot sections
— 2-3-4-5-6-8 foot sections

Packaging: Universal Base
Compact Base
Commercial Base
Hi-Capacity Base
Streamliner Base

1101
1134 )
1167 )
1189 )
201

Packed 2 pieces per carton In each length,
Packed 2 pieces per carton in each length.
Packed 2 pieces per carton In each length*

FREIGHT ALLOWANCE
1.
2•

All prices are F.O.B. Verona, Wisconsin, with transportation charges allowed via
cheapest routing.
All freight charges will be prepaid for United States (except Hawaii and Alaska) and Canada
a.
b.

Freight allowance is based on lowest rated means of transportation. Additional
costs for requested routings other than lowest cost routing wUl be added to the
invoice.
On shipments to Hawaii and Alaska as well as export shipments beyond the boundaries
of the contiguous 48 states (Canada excepted) freight will be prepaid In accordance
with the above policy to the port of exportation located wirhin the contiguous 48 states.

Patent No. 2,627,800

F o r a 9C76?
(Supersedes *9Q74JAX,

CARNES CORPORATION
VKKONA, WISCONSIN
February I, 1961
Confidential Distributors and Agents Discount Sheet
COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL AIR CONDITIONING REGISTERS AND GRILLES
Base Discount;

1!i £ & 5%.

Mult. - .0175.

Distributors DisciHint:
1.
2.

Where Garner, Corporation bills distributor, base discount less 20-10-10-10%. Mult,
.3601.
Where Carries Corporation billj jobber, or whore Carnes Corporation bills direct to
contractor wirh distributor guaranteeing payment of invoice according to standard terras,
or shipment is made C.O.D. or bight draft, or where customer's credit rating allows
shipment of order without credit investigation,
base less 20-10-10-111%.

3.

Mult, - .3601

Where Carnes Corporation cannot ship on open account without credit investigation, the
following distributor discount shMl apply:
Mult.
Invoices up to $1,000 list
Baseless 20-10-10-5%
.3801
Invoices of $1,000 and over at list
Base less 20-10-10-10%
.3601

Note: On orders of less than $1,000 list that cannot be shipped on open account without
credit investigation, Games Corporation will notify distributor and request:
a.
b.

Guarantee.
Authorization to ship C.O.D, or sight draft.

c. Authorization to make credit investigation.
On orders of $1, 000 list and over, Carnes will automatically make credit investigation.
j TERMS:

Net - 10th proximo ^

FREIGHT ALLOWANCE:
1. A11 prices are F.U.B. Verona, Wisconsin, with_transportatlon charges allowed via
cheapest routing.
2
• All freight char ges will be prepaid for United States (except Haw all and Alaska) and Canr*^
a. Freight allowance is based on lowest rated means of transportation. Additional cost.
for requested routings other than lowest cost routing will be added to the Invoice
b. On shipments to Hawaii and Alaska as well as export shipments beyond the boundarlc
of the contiguous 48 states (Canada excepted) freight will be prepaid la accordance w
the above policy to the port of exportation located within the contiguous 48 states.
Form #9Q80B
(Supersedes f9080A)

ADDENDUM No. 5 to SALES AGREEMENT No. 2019

Ted R. Brown & Associates

SPECIFICATION CREDIT
Where an exclusive and firm specification for Carnea has been
obtained, the customer shall be billed directly by the Carnes
Corporation, and 50% of the commission shall be paid to the
specifying agent.

September 21, 1964

CARNES CORPORATION

_

Dan Neviaser

TED R. BROWN & ASSOCIATES*

EXHIBIT 1

5

Off

1

r
Mr. Ted Brown
s j Ted R. Brown fc Associates
P.
Bos City,
1356 Utah 84115
,
Salt0 .Lake
L_

i \

I

ROM

COfiPOXATION\

J

. * i.-\..*..v.. v .v *-. -rr- • > - ' • • " '
IJ^T: ' L.D.S. Church Office Building
MESSAGE

6/15/65
Deer Ted:

This is to stale that you are to receive specification credit as well as territory and
order credit for the Latter Day Saints Church Office Building wben it is finalized.
There is no (jiestlon in our u«ind that the specification originated in Salt Lake
C3tt£*ind although Bridgers Ic'ftCxton have their home office in Albuquerque, all
of the activity that they have been involved in has been in your area.
You certainly deserve this order in its entirety.
S
Best regi
». $ * '

J

I

'

DNK5M
CC: Ken Watts

DanNevlaaer
REPLY

ADDENDUM B

PLAINTIFF
EXHIBIT
106

1
Air Distribution — \'i >itu'a(ni>j. K(/N>/)»/( nt

PLAINTIFFS
EXHIBIT
_ 10 3

Ana ((>(!< hi IX X4 ') h411
Verona, Wisconsin 53593

• Ti U\ 'Jh J 410
Cuhd

CA/t\hS

September 10, 1968
Ted R. Brown & Associates
P.O. Box 1357
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

SEP 13 19H
ATT

Attention Ted R. Brown
Subject: L.D.S. Administration Building
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dear Ted:
Following up our conversation, I have investigated the information we have concerning the
subject project. You ask that I decide whether or not your operation would be credited for
some commission because of the work that has been done.
According to our records, you came back to Verona with Mr. Tregeagle. The purpose of
the visit was to sell this L.D.S. engineer on our capabilities, and in particular, witness
lab tests on special equipment proposed for this particular project.
Looking ahead to the time when we would receive an order for this very attractive piece of
business, it is proper that a decision be made on the commission split.
According to the terms of our contract, your commission claims would end on any job not
already quoted. However, because of the important work done on this very attractive piece
of business, behave agreed to make an exception. I discussed this matter briefly with
Wills Long and he agreed that there should be an equitable settlement made if we are
awarded the contract.
Ted, since the job has not been bid, you would have no claim on either the order or job
site credit. We do believe that you should receive some commission credit on the specifications. Based on the work already done and the position of Tregeagle and the L.D.S.
Headquarters in Salt Lake City, we would see to it that you receive half of the specification
credit on this project. In other words, of a total of 40% commission for specification, 20%
would go to Albuquerque for their work with Bridgers & Paxton, while the other 20% would
go to your operation.

ADDENDUM C
,

Air Diffusion Council
Air Moving and Conditioning

Affiliate o/Wehr
Ass'n

Corporation

T ~

J

Vapor Carnes, Ltd,

Ted R. Brown & Associates

-2-

September 10, 1968

This commitment is based on the project being bid and a contract awarded to a General
Contractor by March 1, 1969. Should the General Contract award be delayed beyond
March 1, 1969, commission paid to you for specification credit would have to be worked
out between you and Long-Deming-Utah.
Very t ruly yours,
CARNES CORPORATION
HFG:GM
CC:

Long-Deming, Denver
Long-Deming-Utah
The Johnston Co.

Harry F . Gru
Sales Manage

-

Air Distribution • Ventilating Equipment

PLAINTIFF'S'
OCH/BIT
•

'&&-1

/

Area Code hQS H45 6411

Verona, Wisconsin 53593 •

Telfx 2'>m>-4M
Cable CA/i\h.s

January^^ 1 S 6 9 _ ,
JAr.

Ted R. Brown & Associates
P. O. Box 1357
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Attention Ted R. Brown

~£ •

Subject: L.D.S. Administration Building
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dear Ted:
Your letter of December 13 arrived while I was having a two week battle with
what apparently was the "Hong Kong" flu.
I have reviewed our file and in particular my letter to you of September 10 in which
we set up special conditions covering the subject job. Ted, the Carnes Sales Agreement with Long-Deming-Utah is identical with the one we had with your company.
We did not write into that agreement any special conditions to give you special
protection on any job over and above the normal protection contained in the agreement.
In my letter of September 10 I advised you that we would make a special commitment
on the L.D.S. job. This I did with the complete understanding of Long-Deming and
the Johnston Company.
So far as the Carnes Corporation is concerned, any special arrangements beyond
those in my September 10 letter will have to be worked out between you and the other
agents involved.
Thru copies of this letter to each of the Carnes agents involved, I am forwarding a
copy of your letter dated December 13.
Very truly yours,
CARNES CORPORATION
HFG:GM
CC: Long-Deming-Utah
Long-Deming, Denver
The Johnston Co.
.

#

Air Diffusion Council
Air Moving and Conditioning Ass'n.

Hafry'F. Grrese, Jr.
Director of-Marketing
ADDENDUM D
A DIVISION OF *

W E H R CORPORATION

HEFLY TO-

Western Regional Manager
27672 Silver Spur Road
Palos Verdes Peninsula.
California
90274

Air Distribution Outlets

Phone: 377-5057

Verona, TVisconsin$3593

&

•

• '^

Area Code 608 845-6411

June 13, 1965

Mr* Ted R. Brown
Ted K. Brown & Associates
P. 0. Box 1356
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
Subject:

LDS Church Office Building - Salt Lake City, Utah

Dear Ted:
Your June 2 letter directed to Dan Neviaser was forwarded to
me*
I am the first one to realize the tremendous amount of work
and time you have spent on the subject job* I would also like
to point out that a great deal of effort has been done with
the firm of Bridgers & Paxton in the past three to four years
by our Albuquerque representative, Boyd Engineering, and the
Carnes Corporation.
I feel that if we did not have a good relationship with
Bridgers & Paxton in Albuquerque, it would have been much
more difficult to secure a good specification on the subject
job. You are probably not aware of the day by day calls the
local representative receives for various questions during the
design of a project. Many times these questions are not important enough to send you copies of correspondence.
In Dan Neviaser1s October 6 letter to Mr. Bill Blackwell of
Boyd Engineering, Albuquerque, he indicated that the specification credit should be split between Albuquerque and your office.
You indicated you participated financially for some samples for
the subject job. Boyd Engineering has also participated financially in two trips of Bridgers & Paxton personnel to our
plant in Verona.
Personally I would like to see you get 100% credit but I think,
under the circumstances, it is only fair to split the commission
with Boyd Engineering. After all, the situation could be reversed at some time*
With best regards,
CARNES CORPORATION.
KHW:jcs
CC: Dan Neviaser
Air Diffusion Council
Air Moving and Conditioning A%

Cenneth H* Watts
Western Regional Manager
Affliliate of Wch r Corpo ratio n

ADDENDUM E
r s*

J

In CrnnnHn*

Vapor Carnes, Ltd.
r

December 13, 1968
Carnes Corporation
Verona, Wisconsin
Attention:

Mr. Harry F. Griese, Jr.
Sales Manager

SUBJECT: L . D . S . CHURCH ADMINISTRATION BLDG.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dear Harry:
In your letter of September 10, 1968 concerning the
subject job, you mentioned a split of the specification credit
between ourselves and the Albuquerque representative. At the
time of our major work on this job, there was no Carnes
representative in Albuquerque. The work was all done out of
Salt Lake with Tregeagle and with Bridgers and Paxton. Also,
a major portion of the work was done directly with the office of
George Cannon Young (the architect).
Since there was no Carnes representative in the
Albuquerque territory at the time of development of the subject
job, and since the work was actually done out of this office, we
think credit should be given accordingly. We also consider the
award date limitation in your letter and overall credit as quite
restrictive in view of the work done by us.
Present plans for the building are to have bid documents
out in January for bidding.
We would appreciate your further review of the factors
and considerations.
Very truly yours,
TED R. BROWN It
ASSOCIATES, INC.
ADDENDUM F

TRB/vch

Ted R. Brown

FILED IN ClER* c rs~
3Ke

Robert S. Howell (15b9)
Michael F. Jones (No. 1747)
TIbbALb, HOWELL k JONEb
Attorneys for Plaintitf
4UU Chancellor building
220 bouth 200 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (bOl) bJl-7S7t>

Count*

Urah

^C171985

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DIbTRlCT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNT, bTATE OF UTAH

TED R. bROWN AND ASSOClATEb,
INC.,
Plaintltt,
CARNES CORPORATION, a corporation, and LONG DEMING
UTAH, INC., a corporation,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Civil wo. 21b2Vb
Judge Kenneth Rigtrup

The above entitled cause came on for trial on the/19th
day ot June l**bb and, the parties herein having waived a jury,
was tried to the court, with Robert S. Howell ot TIbbALb,

HOWELL

& JONES appearing as attorney tor Plaintitt, Joseph J. Palmer
ot MOYLE fc DRAPER, P.C. appearing as attorney tor defendant
Carnes Company and Thomas T. billings of VAN COTT, bAGLEY
CORNWALL & MCCARTHY appearing as attorney tor defendant Long
Demmg Utah, Inc.

After hearing the allegations and proofs ot

n

the parties, and the arguments ot counsel, and being fully
advised herein, the court now makes the tollowiny findings ot
facts and conclusions of law, which constitute the decision ot
the court herein:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Commencmy

in or about May, 1961 and thereatter con-

tinuously until the termination noted below Plamtitt Ted K.
brown and Associates, Inc. I•Brown") was a commissioned exclusive
territory manufacturer's representative for defendant Carnes
Corporation (•Carnes") pursuant to a Sales Ayreement dated May
24, 1961, as amended (as amended, the "Contract").
2.

brownfs territory under the Contract was the State

of Utah and portions ot the states ot Idaho and Wyoming.
3.

Said representation existed from the period May of

1961 until September of 196b.
4.

Commencing in September of 1968, Carnes appointed

derendant Long Deming Utah, Inc. ("Long Deming") as its representative tor said territory.
i>#

Said appointment ot Long Deming was tor the purpose

of replacing brown.
b.

The Contract by its terms and conditions was treely

terminable by either party on thirty days 1 prior notice.

-2-

GQG & °

7.

From the face ot the contract, without examining it

in light ot specitic tactual circumstances, that the contract
provisions dealing with payment ot commissions appear to be
somewhat clear and unambiguous*
8*

Such a short-terra termination provision is a stan-

dard type of agreement used in manutacturer's representative's
agreements.
9.

From 196J until termination ot the Contract, Brown

expenaea considerable time, money and resources in the pursuit of
Carnes1 interest in supplying material tor the construction for
the Corporation bole of the Church of Jesus Christ ot Latter-Day
b a m t s (the "Church") of an uffice building (the "Oftice
Building") to be used and occupied by it and to be located in
bait Lake City, Utah*
it).

The purpose of such expenditures was to pursue for

Carnes1 benefit the supplying ot substantial materials

ot

Carnes1 manufacture (collectively the "Work") tor the heating
ana air conditioning system for the uttice Building.
11.

Through no fault ot any party to this action, the

work was at a standstill trora tall 1965 to the tall of 196a.
12.

The Office Building was in tact completed in Salt

Lake City, Utah.

3-

o>cQGl

U.

The ettorts ot Brown were expressly and repeatedly

recognized from time to time by the detendent Carnes.
14.

The Contract provided tor split commissions based

upon territories, specification, and approval representation.

In

practice, Carnes observed there were occasions when special circumstances required equitable adjustments in the commissions between itself ana its manufacturer's representatives.
15.

Principal engineering work was ultimately carried

out Dy Briggs fc Paxton in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
16.

The Contract by its terras contemplated the sharing

ot specification conunission with Carnes' New Mexico representative.
17.

In 1964, brown objected to and questioned the spe-

citication commission split between itself ana Carnes' New Mexico
Representative.
lb.

Carnes clearly recognized on more than one occasion

the special circumstances involved in this case.

Reference is

made to Exhibit P103.
19.

The Work was an attractive and substantial prospec-

tive piece of business on which Carnes was interested in making a
bid and receiving a contract to supply.
20.

Carnes received an order tor Work and the Work was

incorporated in the Ottice Building.

-4-
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21,

Mr. Dan Neviaser was the sales manager duriny the

period of time that Carnes recoynized that substantial expenditure of time, money and resources had been made by Brown in
seekmy to obtain an order for the Work,
22.

Mr. Harry G n e s e was the sales manayer at the time

ot termination ot the Contract.
2J.

In 15*65, Mr. Neviaser, on behalf of Carries and

acting in his capacity as sales manayer, recognized as indicated
in Exhibit Plot that brown was entitled to the specitication
credit.
24.

Carnes ultimately paid a sales commission which

appears to have yone 8U% to Lony Derainy, and 2U% to Carnes1 New
Mexico representative.
25.

There is a silent contractual provision that is

imposed by the courts by implication of law on all contractmy
parties ot dealiny fairly and in yood faith.
26.

The division of the specification commission - 8U%

to Salt Lake City and 20% to New Mexico - appears to have been a
reasonable division.
27.

Carnes had the ability to control the method by

which the transition between brown and Lony Ueminy would take
place.

28.

Carnes had the ability to make whatever arrange-

ments with the new representative, Long Deming, were necessary to
compensate brown as the prior representative tor Brown's work anu
ettort.
29.

The work pertormed by brown was substantial and

material in Carnes obtaining the final contract tor the Work.
30.

The work ot* preparing specit ications which ultima-

tely formed the basis for bidding on the Work was done by brown
on behalt of Carnes.
31.

Such work was essential in Carnes ultimately

receiving the job order tor the Work from the Church.
32.

Mr. Harry Griese in his capacity as Sales Manager

tor Carnes did not take any affirmative action to protect the
value ot the services pertormed by Brown prior to the termination
ot the Contract in or about August and September, l^b8.
33.

The previous sales manager of Carnes, Mr. Neviaser,

clearly acknowledged on behalf of Carnes that there were special
circumstances which required special consideration for commission
credit and that such circumstances existed in this case.
34.

Mr. Neviaser also indicated that the course ot

dealing used by Carnes in the past made it customary to make
exceptions concerning the language in the contract concerning
commissions and did in tact make an exception in this case.

Jb.

The testimony ot Mr, Neviaser ana Mr. G n e s e con-

cerning the tact it was beyond their power to control the
Contract or its termination is not supported by the language ot
the Contract, amJ"HJ "uiwNfc»J»»^«*lnjd nnnwunrrri •
J6.

Carnes breached the implied covenant in the

Contract of tair dealing and good faith.
J7.

Defendant Carnes1 policy was to destroy sales

records atter seven years.
Jd.

When asked in 1981 pursuant to a request tor pro-

duction ot documents certain letters and mterottice memorandums
were produced by Defendant Carnes.
J9.

when asked in 1981 by Interrogatories tor sales and

other related documents, Defendant Carnes1 employees could not
locate any ot the Brown or LDb Church documents except those torwarded to Plamtitt's counsel pursuant to the Request for
Production ot Documents.
4U.

Former counsel for Plamtitt wrote to Carnes in May

1972 and put them on Notice of Intent to bue unless there could
be some settlement ot Brown's claim.
J.

41.

/#*

For Defendant Carnes to destroy its records
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ftatter seven years because ot business practices *ft not justitied,
7

42.

Having received Notice ot Intent to sue, there was

a substantial reason tor Carnes to have a duty to preserve such
records,
43.

Plaintiff could have subpeoned the records of tne

Church ot Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS Church) that
pertained to the work*

LbJ cumuli wuulvi tia'^e TI n*pj ui uho»fcinol plans

46.

Some t m a l payments by the Church for the work ana

tor all other construction of the Office buildiny had not been
made as late as 1977.
47.

Long Deminy was paid a commission ot approximately

4b.

Approximately $5U0,UUU of material was sold by

SJ0,UUU.

Carnes to or on behalf of the Church and was incorporated into
the Office Building.
49.

The evidence did not support any finding ot

conspiracy, rraud, willful, malicious or intentional other other
improper conduct on the part of either Carnes or Long Deming with
respect to the termination of the Sales Agreement.

-8-
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52.

brown incurred damages as a result of the conduct

of Carnes.
53.

brown incurred no damages as a result of the con-

duct or actions of Long Deraing.
54.

In light ot the commitments by Carnes1 agent, the

limitation ot JU days or the limitation of six months arrived at
by Carnes1 subsequent agent was unreasonable.
bb.

Mr. Neviaser, as agent tor Carnes had the authority

to act on behalt ot Carnes.
CUNCLUSlONb OF LAW
1.

Oetendant Long Deming has not damaged brown.

Long

Uemmg should be and was dismissed by Order ot the Court trom
this case at the close of Plaintitf's case pursuant to a motion
for a directed verdict made by counsel tor Long Deming.
2.

AS a result ot the dismissal of the Causes ot

Action against Long Deming the Third Cause of Action against
Defendant Carnes should be dismissed.
3.

Defendant Carnes breached its implied contractual
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